
Cl1apter 17 
Essay Examinations 

WHAT EXAlDNATIONS ARE 

Chapters 9-13, on writing essays about fiction, drama, poetry, and film, dis
cuss not only the job of writing essays but also the nature of the artistic 
forms themselves, on the assu:nption that writing an essay requires knowl
edge of the subject, as well as skill v,.rith language. Here a few words will be 
spent in discrn,sing the nature of examinations; perhaps one can vvrite bet
ter essav answers when one knows what examinations are. 

An ~xamination not only measures learning and thinking hut stimulates 
them. Even SJ humble an examination as a short-answer quiz-chiefly a 
device to coerce students to do the assigned reading-is a sort of push de
signed to move students forwa,d. Of course, internal motivation is far supe
rior to extemtl, but even such crude external motivation as a quiz can have 
a beneficial effect. Students know this; indeed, they often seek external 
compulsion, choosing a particular course "because i' want to know some
thing about ... and I know that I won't do the reading on my own." 
(Teachers often teach a new course for the same reason; we want to be
eome knowledgeable about, say, Asian-American literature, and we know 
that despite our lofty ~ntentions we may not seriously confront the subject 
unless we are under tl-_e pressure of facing a class.) 

In short, however ignoble it sounds, examinations force students to ac
quire learning and then to convert learning into thinking. Sometimes, it is 
not until preparing for the final exm_nination that students-rereading the 
chief texts anc classroom notes-see what the course was really about; until 
this late stage, the trees obscure the forest, but now, during the reviewing 
and sorting things out, a pattern emerges. The experience of reviewing and 
then of writing an examination, though fretful, can be highly exciting as 
connections are made and ideas take on life. Such discoveries about the 
whole subject matter of a course can almost never he made by writing criti
cal essays on topics of :)ne's mvn construction, for such topics rarely require 
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a view of the whole. Further, we are :nore likely to make imaginative leaps 
when trying to answer questions that other people pose to us, rather than 
questions we pose to ourselves. (Ag:un, every teacher knowis that in the 
classroom qt:estions are asked that stimulate the teacher to see things and 
to think thoughts that would othenvise have been neglected.) And although 
questions posed by others cause anxiety, when they have been confronted 
and ;esponded to on an examination, the student often makes yet another 
discovery-a self-discovery, a suddoo and satisfying awareness of powers 
one didn't know one had. · 

WRITING ESSAY &~SWERS 

Let's assume that before the examination you have read the as,igned mate
rial, marked the margins of your books, made summaries cf the longer 
readings and of the classroom comments, reviewed all this material, and 
had a decent night's sleep. Now you are facing the examination sheet. 

Here are seven obvious but important practical suggestions: 

1. Take a moment to jot down, as a sort of outline or source of further 
inspiration, a few ideas that strike you after you have thought a little about 
the question. You may at the outset realize tha\ say, you want to make three 
points, and unless you jot these down-three key words will do--you may 
spend all the allotted time on one point. 

2. Answer the question. If you are asked to compare i:\:vo characters, 
compare them; don't just write two character sketches. Take seriously such 
words as compare, summarize, and especially evaluate. 

3. You ofi:en can get a good start merely by turning the qut:stion into an 
affirmation, ror example, by turning "In wr_at ways does the poetiy of 
Margaret Atwood resemble her fiction" into "Margaret Ahvood's poetry re
sembles her fiction in at least ... ways." 

4. Don't waste time summarizing at length what you have read unless 
asked to do so--but, of course, you may have to give a brief summary in or
der to supp01t a point. The instructor wants to see that you can use your 
reading, not merely that you have done the reading. 

5. Budget your time. Do not spend more than the allotted time on a 
question. 

E. Be cor_crete. Illustrate your arguments with fac~s-the names oi au
thors, titles, cates, characters, details of plot, and quotations if possible. 

7. Leave space for last-minute additions. If you are writing in an exam
ination booklet either skip a page behveen essays, or write only on the right
hand pages s:J that on rereading you can adc material at the appropriate 
place on the left-hand pages. 


